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Chapter 1: Introduction
With the rapid advances in computer technologies in recent decades, intelligent and
robotic systems have come to permeate nearly every aspect of human life. In this context, we use
the term robotic to refer to a technology that can perform physical tasks with some level of
autonomy, and intelligent to depict the ability to retain and act on information. In general, such
systems are implemented to perform tasks that either are sufficiently simple or can be performed
more safely or effectively by a robotic system. Like most fields, the healthcare sector employs an
increasing number of intelligent and robotic systems.
Team SCOPE has developed a distributed Artificial Intelligence (AI) solution that is
capable of alleviating routine tasks of healthcare professionals for increased quality of care. The
assistive robot developed through this project assets healthcare professionals by serving as an
additional medical attendant to deliver better care. It prevents missing information input from
patients, aids in diagnosis, streamlines data collection, and automates, the process of ingesting
and incorporating this information into HER systems. SCOPE’s solution uses cloud based AI
services along with local processing to form a distributed intelligence.
Robotic technologies have been incorporated in the medical field in various capacities,
and with varying levels of intelligence and autonomy. At the lowest end of the artificial
intelligence spectrum are robots that are completely human-controlled. An important example of
this is robotic-assisted surgery, such as the well-known da Vinci system. This type of robot
translates the hand motions of a surgeon into smaller and more precise movements of small
instruments seen by the surgeon on a magnified 3D vision system [1]. This allows for smaller
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incisions and more precise procedures than would be possible using only human hands. Slightly
more autonomous robots are used in hospitals to reduce the occurrence of hospital-acquired
infections in patients. Robots by Xenex use high-intensity light administered by an autonomous
robot to quickly disinfect hospital rooms, showing 70% reduction in occurrence of specific
infections in research trials [2].
In addition to assisting with medical functions, robotic technologies have also been
implemented to improve interaction with patients and consumers. For example, robotic
prescription dispensing systems by ScriptPro have been incorporated into pharmacy operations
to perform repetitive actions and thereby allow pharmacists to devote more time to handling
more complex patient interactions [3]. While robots can clearly contribute to repetitive tasks like
prescription filling, intelligent systems are increasingly entering the healthcare realm to take the
place of complex human interactions.
Various intelligent robots, often called robot companions or therapeutic robots, have been
developed to serve as social partners to treat particular mental health problems. PARO, a robot
designed to look like a baby harp seal, can provide the benefits of animal therapy to patients in
settings where it might be inappropriate to have live animals [4]. PARO uses tactile, light,
auditory, temperature, and posture sensors to monitor its surroundings, feel when it is being held
or stroked, and recognize the sound and direction of a voice speaking its name, greetings, or
praise. It can also respond to these stimuli through sounds and movement, mimicking the
behavior of a live animal. Similarly, humanoid robots that can interact intelligently with people
are rapidly becoming more advanced, and can be introduced into domestic environments to
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interact socially with patients. One of the most advanced and commercially available humanoid
companion robots is Pepper by SoftBank Robotics [5]. With a plethora of sensors, Pepper can
navigate the surrounding environment, recognize faces, and converse with humans. Furthermore,
it can identify a person’s emotional state based on voice, facial expressions, body movements,
and words spoken, and will adapt its behavior accordingly. It also learns about the preferences,
tastes, and habits of its owners through interactions. While the effectiveness of robotic
companions in treating mental health disorders has not been studied thoroughly, case studies
suggest that they can have positive effects for patients with autism spectrum disorders, agerelated cognitive decline, and psychosocial disorders [6].
Robotics and artificial intelligence promise to become an increasingly present feature of
the healthcare field, as considerable research efforts are pushing toward more advanced medical
robotic technologies. One specific sector of healthcare into which intelligent technologies are
poised to move is simple patient interaction in hospital and clinical settings. Healthcare providers
have many tasks ranging from initial patient evaluations, researching medical literature,
documentation, and more. Robotic assistants can perform tasks that are routine and require dense
information mining so that healthcare providers can focus on the more personal and intricate
aspects of patient care.
Given routine tasks in healthcare such as standard initial interviews and documentation
and the prevalence of autonomous healthcare tools, we wanted to explore developing a robot that
makes use of existing software and technologies through cloud computing. The addition of cloud
computing could provide even more powerful intelligence and information processing. This lead
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us to our research question; how can cloud computing be integrated with on-board processing to
create a robot to assist with healthcare delivery?
Building upon recent developments in medical robotics technology, Team SCOPE has
developed a robotic system that incorporates various components of artificial intelligence to
perform simple patient interaction tasks in a clinical setting, dubbed NELI1. Team SCOPE’s goal
was to create a decentralized artificial intelligence system that is easily adaptable for different
applications. The distributed model approach is defined by compartmentalizing the different
functionalities of the robot into separate systems. Our decentralized model, which we termed as
our “modular design model”, is a hybrid of onboard and cloud processing, with some functions
performed on remote servers. In the case of this project, the functions include visual object
recognition, natural language interaction, and physical actuation (mobility). Each of these
functions are integrated and managed by a main program. Functions that require advanced
computational technologies can be implemented through cloud services. For example, tasks such
as object recognition require machine learning capabilities which are very costly to implement
locally in terms of computing power. However, in our system, the functionality can be performed
on dedicated remote computational servers. By having the object recognition function in a
separate system, it can be run through cloud services while other systems remain local.
Another advantage of the modular design model is the ability to easily adapt the robot
through updates of individual components. Components can be interchanged, added, or removed
to update the functionality of the whole system, with minimal maintenance necessary. For
1

The name “NELI” is inspired from the Natural Language Interaction (NLI) component.
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example, a new natural language interface can be easily added by updating the natural language
cloud service. The main integration program would not necessarily need to be updated, and could
provide the functionality of the new natural language interface with minimal changes.
This project focused on creating this hybrid-processing platform for medical applications.
By applying this logic, the individual components can be updated for any possible application
with ease. The robustness of the main integration program is an important factor, as it provides
the bulk of the intelligence for NELI. Without the integration program, the intelligence within
the individual components will not be able to perform any useful tasks. For the purposes of this
project, the intelligence of NELI is the measure of its ability to interpret and act on the
information received by the component functionalities.
Team SCOPE executed NELI by focusing on the visual object recognition, natural
language interaction, and mobility functions as independent components in the modular design
modular that can functions completely on their own outside of the robot implementation. Each
component will be detailed throughout this paper as a subproject with an analysis on the
technologies used, the components connection with the cloud computing platform, and how the
components contributed to NELI’s assistive robotic function.
The natural language interface is supplemented by a human avatar and all components
are all tied together using a main integration program. Together, NELI can be analogized to a
human assistant: the eyes and mouth are the visual and recognition and natural language
interface, while the hands, legs and face are the mobility and avatar components. The main
integration program is thus the brain, controlling each component. Each component provides
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information to the brain, and the brain can output information and actions through these
components as well. The system structure as described is visualized in Figure 1. The arrows
connecting the components show how information will flow between them. For example, there is
a two-way arrow between the Integration and Visual Object Recognition components. The main
program will first request a visual search from the visual recognition services. The Object
Recognition component will return search results back to the Integration program, which will be
able to interpret the results.
Team SCOPE has created an assistive robot for healthcare delivery. The robot is mobile,
responds to spoken commands, and demonstrated AI. It extracts meanings about the patient’s
health from conversations and visual interactions. It summarizes these observations into reports
that could be merged with the patient’s (EHRs). This process aids healthcare professionals in
delivering better care by augmenting attendance, increasing accuracy of patient information
collection, aiding in diagnosis, streamlining data collection, and automating the process of
ingesting and incorporating this information into EHR systems. SCOPE’s solution uses cloudbased AI services along with local processing. Using VEX Robotics parts and an Arduino
microcontroller, SCOPE created a mobile platform for the robot. The robotic platform
implements basic motions and obstacle avoidance. These separate systems are integrated using a
Java master program, Node-Red, and IBM Watson cloud services. The resulting AI can be
expanded for different applications within healthcare delivery.
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Figure 1 System structure of NELI. The direction of arrows
represent the flow of information between the components
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Chapter 2: Visual Object Recognition
2.1 Overview
The goal of the visual object recognition component is to identify people and prominent
objects in the view of the robot. The subteam chose to use a cloud service to identify any object
that the robot encounters rather than creating our own library that we would have had to train
ourselves. This decision greatly reduces the algorithmic complexity of the object recognition
process, without reducing effectiveness.

2.2 Watson Object Recognition
Team SCOPE’s object recognition design leverages IBM Watson’s powerful Visual
Recognition service to identify objects seen in images taken by our robot. Since we wanted to be
able to identify unknown objects and scenes, we had to go with a large cloud based service.
Watson’s Visual Recognition service uses deep learning, a machine learning technique that uses
multiple levels of neural nets, to determine information about images. This object recognition
service sends a series of keywords along with probabilistic weights assigned to a given image
[7]. We chose IBM Watson over visual recognition services from other cloud platforms, like
Microsoft Azure or Google Cloud Platform, for ease of integration with the other components of
our design. Using a cloud service inherently introduces a lag in our response time and a
dependence on internet access. The response time varies based on the internet connectivity and
image size, but is not excessive.
IBM Watson’s Visual Recognition attempts to find keywords that describe the entire
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image, not individual objects in the image. For example, a picture of a room is classified as a
“painting” or “landscape,” instead of identifying the objects in the room. The service is
constantly improving, of note to our subject area, Watson has learned to identify ambulances,
hypodermic needles, pill bottles, and surgical instruments during the course of our project.
Team SCOPE solves this issue by using image segmentation. We identify regions of the
image that correspond to individual objects and then send those individual parts up to IBM
Watson’s Visual Recognition. By this way, image segmentation is used to split up an image and
get images of individual objects, which can then be identified by Watson.
Initial attempts at image segmentation involved using edge detection, color grouping, key
point identification and heat maps. However, while these segmentation methods did outline and
identify the objects in the scene, we could not find algorithms to effectively split up the image
into images of the individual objects to send to Watson. For example, edge detection effectively
outlines the objects in the image, but it is impossible to distinguish where the edge of one object
ended and the edge of another object began. Similar problems occur with the other segmentation
methods.
To solve this problem, we introduce the idea of super-pixels. We divide up the image into
larger blocks called super-pixels. Then, we average the RGB values of the colors in each superpixel to make each super-pixel one color. Afterwards, we use color distances to group adjacent
super-pixels of similar colors. These groups are based on both similar adjacent colors and
similarity to the color of the starting super-pixel. The groups are formed using a depth-first
search algorithm. Starting from the top-left and going to the bottom-right, super-pixels that were
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not grouped were used as a starting point for the depth-first search.
From there, the color of adjacent super-pixels that were not grouped yet are compared
against the starting super-pixel. They are grouped with the starting super-pixel if the colors are a
certain distance away from each other. Then, the adjacent super-pixels to the super-pixels that
were grouped are then considered to be grouped. The process continues until there are no more
super-pixels that are similar in color to the adjacent, grouped super-pixels or there are no more
adjacent super-pixels that are within a certain distance from the color of the starting super-pixel.
After forming these groups, the largest groups are chosen and a bounding rectangle is drawn
around the group. These rectangles are sent to IBM Watson to be identified. This approach
works for landscapes and images where the objects are all similar colors, but fails for objects of
multiple colors.
For example, it can identify a lake in a landscape, but cannot identify a dog in another
picture. Also, the thresholds for the size of the super-pixels, the minimum distance between
colors for two super-pixels to be grouped and the minimum number of super-pixels in a group
for the group to be sent to IBM Watson are hard to determine and vary based on the image. Thus,
this approach does not work for objects that consist of multiple, dissimilar colors and the
parameters for the algorithm are hard to identify and quantify.
After struggling with segmentation based entirely on colors, we decided to enhance our
capabilities by combining the color image with a depth map generated by a Microsoft Kinect V2,
a sensor that can take color and infrared depth images. We use the depth data to identify key
regions in the color image and these smaller images can be more effectively processed by
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Watson. This process helps us identify multiple objects in a single image captured by our robot.
Using both the depth map and the color image provides information about the relative location of
the identified objects.

2.3 Microsoft Kinect
We chose to use the Kinect V2 as our depth sensor because it is very economical for its
numerous and unique functionalities. The Kinect has a 1080p 30Hz color camera as well as a
512 x 424 30Hz Depth Sensor, which allows us to identify key regions in the color image [8]. An
IEEE report noted that “[in] summary, as a depth sensor with a relatively low price (much lower
than the professional depth cameras or tracking systems like Vicon), Kinect for Windows sensor
V2 shows acceptable performance” [9]. In addition to the depth data, the Kinect also provides a
high definition camera. The Kinect can recognize up to six individuals and track two bodies,
their associated joints, hands, and faces. Kinect can also determine traits of the users it is
tracking, such as whether a user is happy, engaged, or wearing glasses, has his/her eyes closed or
mouth open or moving, or is looking away [8].
The Kinect does not operate with the same accuracy at all ranges, angles, surfaces, and
conditions. The Kinect’s depth accuracy is within 2 mm directly in front of it. This means that
the center of the image is the optimal zone for segmentation. At longer ranges and around the
edge of the image, this accuracy is reduced. The Kinect also has reduced performance on
reflective and IR-absorbing materials, like mirrors and computer monitors [9].
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2.4 Segmentation Description
We begin by acquiring the initial depth data, which is saved as a matrix with the data in
each position corresponding to the distance of that pixel from the capture plane. We found that
our algorithm has difficulty detecting the edge between an object and the floor. This issue was
solved by setting the depth data from the floor to zeros. We identified the floor plane using the
Kinect’s floor clip plane function and compared points in the depth data to the floor plane. If the
distance was below a threshold, we deleted it. This replaced all values in the floor plane of the
depth data with a zero value, which allows us to detect edges between objects and the floor
effectively. By removing the floor, we were able to find the edge between an object and the floor
very accurately.

Figure 2 Full color image from Kinect V2
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Figure 3 Depth image from Kinect V2

After getting the depth matrix, we perform real-time, local processing of the matrix using
MATLAB. We began by cropping the exterior edges and regions that contained parts of the
robot out of the matrix. The data becomes noisy around the exterior edges, especially when
viewing long distances. We therefore remove the regions that contained the exterior edges from
our depth matrix. We also remove the regions where our image captures certain parts of our
robot. For obvious reasons, the robot does not need to identify itself. After removing those
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regions, we removed data that was beyond a certain threshold. Only objects up to a certain range
can be identified because the Kinect begins to lose accuracy beyond three meters [9]. Watson is
more accurate with its search results when the sent image is larger, while the Kinect loses
accuracy at longer range. Therefore, we can only identify images effectively up to a certain
range.

Figure 4 Cropped edge image from Kinect V2
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Figure 5 Distance cropped from Kinect V2

The next step is to identify edges of the object using a filter. MATLAB has two such
filters, Canny and Sobel. The Canny filter identifies all the edges in an image, while the Sobel
filter finds the exterior edges of objects. As the goal of our segmentation is to determine the
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outline of objects, we went with the Sobel filter. This produces a binary matrix with edges
having a value of one. We then apply morphological filters to the output in order to create solid
region outlines in our depth matrix. Regions that are below a threshold size are removed.

Figure 6 Sobel filter applied to image
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Figure 7 Edges eroded
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Figure 8 Sobel Regions differentiated

The next step is to determine the bounding boxes of the regions. We filter these results
again to remove regions that encompass most of the image as they represent the background and
removed regions rather than those we are looking for. We also group regions that are covered by
multiple bounding boxes. We can then map these boxes to the color image and crop out subimages. We are more interested in isolating the objects than finding their precise boundaries so
we send a slightly larger image that still contains the full object. In our current implementation
the segmentation process takes four seconds. This is primarily due to the overhead of starting
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MATLAB.

Figure 9 Filtered Sobel Regions
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Figure 10 Full color image segmented

2.5 Testing
We tested the effectiveness of our system by analyzing a number of objects. We had three
versions of each object, the original image, the image segmented by the MATLAB algorithm,
and a manually cropped object, each one easier for Watson to identify. We sent the images to
Watson in order and found the first one that correctly identified the object. A condensed example
of a result is found in Appendix A. The results are summarized in Table 1. If Watson did not
identify the object it is denoted as a failure. If it identifies the object the response and Watson’s
certainty are listed.
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Image
Microwave
Computer Monitor
Lamp
Scissors
Pill Bottle
Doctor(2D)
Ambulance(2D)

Original
Appliance .691
Monitor .707
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail

MATLAB
Segmentation
Microwave .829
Television .846
Lamp .536
Scissors .683
Pill Bottle .759
Doctor .721
Fail

Manually Cropped

Ambulance .989

Table 1 Identification Results Summary

The results confirm that the Watson Vision Recognition Service is more effective at
identifying segmented images. We also see that the image segmented by the MATLAB
algorithm does segment the images appropriately. Our sample size is too small to make any
sweeping declarations, but it does confirm the effectiveness of our system of local depth
segmentation and cloud based object identification. Improvements to our sensors, segmentation
algorithm, and object recognition services will enhance the performance of our system. Watson’s
Visual Recognition service has and will continue to improve. The Kinect is a very effective
sensor, but it can be replaced by more accurate and higher resolution cameras and depth sensors.
Improved segmentation is the focus of an entire field of study.

2.6 Future Work
As healthcare professionals may go from room-to-room for various reasons including
meeting with patients, it can be beneficial for an assistive robot to be able to follow an
individual. The Kinect skeleton-tracking algorithm involves a two-stage process: computing the
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depth map and inferring the body position with trained machine learning. By using the projection
of a known array of light from the infrared emitter, the Kinect determines depth values and then
uses a randomized decision forest algorithm to infer the location of specific body parts. One joint
in particular, the spine base, can be used to track the position of individuals as the orientation of
the individual can be disregarded. Because detected skeletons also include tracking identification
numbers, even bodies that leave the frame for short periods of time can be identified with the
same tracking number. To follow the tracked individual, coordinates of the single specified joint
must be continuously obtained. For simplicity, conditions for the robot to move forward and
laterally are independent. The robot moves forward if the tracked joint exceeds a set following
distance, and if the x-coordinate of that joint falls beyond a certain threshold, a command to
move left or right is appropriately issued.
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Chapter 3: Natural Language Interaction
3.1 Introduction to NLI
Natural Language Interaction (NLI) is the field of study that focuses on the interactions
between a human and computer, using human language as a method of communication [10]. An
NLI interface is used to create a more realistic conversation environment between humans and
technology. NLI interfaces provide a more natural and intuitive way to interact with complex
technologies, reducing the technical burden on the human user.
For this project, an NLI chatbot was developed as a method for a human to control the
robot. As this robot is intended for use in healthcare, natural language provides the most
comfortable and efficient method for communication. In our research, we developed NELI using
IBM Watson cloud services to collect initial patient information, as well as provide the robot
with commands. It provides intuitive control for the mobility, object recognition, and healthcare
tools that, combined, are used for basic level medical care. The emotional connection between
doctor and patient is an important aspect of healthcare. Often, this connection is removed when
humans are replaced with technology. The NLI program facilitates this connection in an
inherently emotionless system. The program will not replace the necessary patient-doctor
interactions, but enhance them by providing a groundwork of information to allow for more
focused conversation.
In addition to the aspect of comfort, it is also imperative that the NLI can extract the
relevant information from the patient accurately and efficiently. The recording of patient
symptoms is a relatively simple task. However, the NLI conversation should not be a timePage 31

consuming process that collects irrelevant information. Subsequent sections will discuss previous
studies regarding effective practices in collecting patient information, which informed our design
of the NLI system.

3.1.1 Existing NLI Technologies
NLI is a rapidly developing field that looks to allow humans to interact with computerbased systems in the same way they would interact with other humans. Most research
surrounding NLI has focused on creating advanced systems for database querying through either
spoken or written natural language [11]. Early research efforts allowed users to type a sentence
which would be analyzed the NLI system and used to retrieve desired information from an
underlying database. Further research has aimed to broaden the range of possible query types for
such a database and enhance the range of possible responses that can be provided by the system
[12].
In recent years, NLI interfaces have been incorporated into various existing technologies.
Many mobile electronics such as cell phones and tablets now feature virtual personal assistants.
Well-known examples of this include Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Amazon’s Alexa, and
Samsung’s Bixby. These personal assistants essentially serve as natural language interfaces for
interacting with and controlling the various facets of the mobile device. Most of the processing
for these NLI systems takes place via cloud technologies and proprietary software. These
systems cannot be incorporated into our project because of a lack of customization. At this point
in time, the proprietary nature of these commercial offerings means that it is difficult for
developers to repurpose them for different applications. In the future, with expanded developer
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support, it may be useful to reevaluate these systems for this project.
NLI has been incorporated into a variety of systems to allow more efficient interaction
between humans and machines. Many of these are robotic systems with the ability to perform
mechanical motions or work, specifically within contexts that require some human input during
these actions. Robot control through NLI has been simulated and demonstrated through systems
that map spoken language onto a finite set of robot commands such as move, pick up an object,
or request clarification [13]. In simple cases that involve robots with few capabilities, the NLI
interface can also be made relatively uncomplicated, as it must be able to understand language
that relates to each of its capabilities but can disregard other words.
Mobile robots present a particularly interesting challenge when NLI is incorporated due
to the largely unrestricted nature of movement-related commands. It is possible to have a simple
yet comprehensive NLI system for this application (i.e. a mobile robot could be fully controlled
by a small set of movement commands). However, it is often desirable for the robot to develop
an understanding of its surroundings in order to effectively navigate. While this can be largely
accomplished through various sensors, NLI may also play an important role in teaching a mobile
robot about its environment. Such a system has been demonstrated, using a natural language
analyzer to collect spoken information describing objects in the surrounding environment and the
desired route of travel for the robot [14]. By storing relevant information about the environment
and path relative to objects within the environment, the robot can use its perception system to
make decisions about its movements.
Demonstrated NLI systems are fundamentally limited in their interaction capabilities
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when compared to humans. A typical NLI system will only be able to decipher language that can
be fit into a predefined set of grammars and utilizes vocabulary from a known library [13].
However, under these limitations it is possible to create an NLI interface that is sufficient for the
purposes of basic patient interaction.
Some companies have made NLI and voice recognition services available through cloudbased APIs. For example, Teneo is an NLI development and analytics platform by Artificial
Solutions that allows businesses to incorporate a human-like conversational agent into online
services with which customers interact. Furthermore, Teneo analyzes natural language data such
as customer conversations to provide insight into the customer’s sentiments and thoughts [15].
Similarly, Nuance Communications, Inc. offers a voice recognition software package called
Dragon NaturallySpeaking, with SDKs to allow incorporation of voice recognition into various
platforms [16]. Furthermore, IBM offers a variety of cloud-based API services for NLI
development. These are based on IBM Watson, and will be discussed in detail later.

3.1.2 Applications of NLI in Healthcare
Within the field of healthcare, new technologies have shown utility in the gathering of
patient information and diagnostic capabilities. In previous studies, tablet computers have been
used to gather patient history upon entrance to the hospital. Patients answer a series of routine
questions that help both patients and physicians by streamlining the conversation towards a chief
complaint. The information collected is presented to the healthcare worker before the patient is
seen in person. In healthcare, there is a constant difficulty balancing the quality of care provided,
comprehensive documentation, and reduction of the length of patients’ visits [17]. In these
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studies, patients report that inputting symptoms and medical history to an automated system does
not hinder the quality of care received. In fact, some report that the process assists with
organization of thoughts and symptoms before seeing the physician [18]. The automated system
answers a variety of questions the patients have about their symptoms. Importantly, the diagnosis
process is performed later by the physician, based on the information recorded by the system.
However, there is exploratory research into automating the diagnosis process. At the University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, a prototype system that uses IBM Watson technology has
been trialed for basic patient diagnosis. The system uses a vast database of past studies and
patient records to uncover connections between patients and cancer diagnoses [19]. The
technology was never used to treat actual patients at the Cancer Center and was halted by a
failure of integration with the medical record system at Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center [20].
Development of Watson services for diagnostic tools and integration with outside databases is
still an active area of research.

3.1.2 Choosing a Technology
Prior to deciding on IBM Watson as our NLI platform, we also considered using lowerlevel services, such as the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) and Wit.ai. The desired attributes
of a technology were ease of use during development and integration options. To implement the
component modular design of NELI, the technology chosen must be easily integrated into the
main integration program. For these reasons, the current version of NELI relies solely on Watson
services for its NLI interface.
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NLTK
The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is an extensive set of software and data for
natural language processing applications developed at the University of Pennsylvania [21]. The
software is open-source and written in Python, and is designed primarily as a teaching tool for
natural language processing courses at the undergraduate and graduate level. As a result,
development of NLI applications using NLTK functionality requires relatively low-level coding.
The primary function we could have used from NLTK is the part-of-speech tagger, which must
be trained using a pre-tagged corpus. This led to the first of a few limitations, as NLTK does not
contain a pre-tagged corpus that incorporated commands (e.g. “Go to the door.”), so use of the
part-of-speech tagger required development of custom training sets to allow for interpretation of
commands.
The second helpful functionality provided by NLTK is a parser. This required
development of a context-free grammar (CFG) to represent interpretable sentences, which
created a slightly limited set of sentences that the NLI system could interpret (for example,
incomplete or incorrectly formed sentences might not be parsed correctly by a formal CFG).
Once a sentence is parsed, meaning the NLI system has determined which words correspond to
which components of the sentence structure, NLTK offers little helpful functionality for our
purposes. This is primarily because NLTK is designed for typical NLP purposes, such as
analyzing large amounts of text of a particular form, usually to the point where basic conclusions
can be drawn (e.g. categorization of text). Our NLI system requires a deep analysis of a single
sentence, drawing all information from the sentence and either storing or responding to each
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piece of information contained. This portion of the NLI functionality required hard coding of all
analysis following the parse. Because of these limitations, NLTK was ultimately not
incorporated in the current version of NELI. We decided to look further into options with more
developed capabilities in interpretation and analysis of sentences.
Wit.ai
Wit.ai is the first high-level natural language development kit that was considered. Unlike
NLTK, Wit.ai is a developer-targeted service that focuses on quick and easy integration into
apps. As such, the service provides an easy-to-use GUI for definitions of intents and entities.
Intents describe the purpose of a sentence, such as performing a specified task. This is
determined by sentence structures, as well as entities in the sentence. Entities are defined
keywords that the conversation is looking for in a sentence. This could be nouns of interest, or
action words with verbs. Conversations, which are chains of user inputs and responses, are
presented in a visually logical manner. The largest differentiator of this service is its ease of use.
Wit.ai provides a significantly different logic structure than NLTK. Text entry is
collected locally, and processing is performed remotely in a cloud server. For the most part, only
entity and intent detection logic is housed remotely. Once an entity is detected, the server follows
the predefined program flow and executes local code. Importantly, the majority of the logic is
defined in a local Node.js program. This program running on the local machine decides the
actions to be taken by adding and removing “tokens”. Tokens are used by the cloud server to
determine the context of a conversation, and where the conversation is to proceed.
A feature not seen in other cloud services is the ability to train the conversation system
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through the inputting of examples. In the Wit.ai interface, one can enter sample sentences into
the training system to create a backend of examples that massively increases the robustness of
the entity detection algorithm. Other services require much more involved methods for creating a
similar database. While Wit.ai proved to be easy to setup and robust, the service was ultimately
not used because of problems with integration.
The local Node.js component would require additional integration tools that greatly
increases the complexity of the integration step. For this reason, Wit.ai was deemed unsuitable
for the project, as the integration step is a vital part of the project. Other than not fulfilling the
specific requirements of this project, Wit.ai is a very solid NLP service that has many potential
applications.
IBM Watson
Bluemix Watson services from IBM provide similar functionality to Wit.ai, but all the
logic is run remotely on a cloud server. The flow of the conversation can be defined and
controlled with minimal coding, which works well as a prototyping method. Within Bluemix, the
Watson service allowed us to build various dialogs using tree-like diagrams, within a graphical
user interface.
Watson is a very high-level cloud computing service that provides intuitive access to
IBM’s Watson Artificial Intelligence computational engine. IBM’s provided API gives a very
simple method of using Watson’s natural language capabilities with minimal amounts of coding
required. It is able to accomplish this by housing all required logic remotely in the cloud. The
local component only sends message prompts and receives responses from the server. In
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addition, because the Watson conversation service is part of the suite of Bluemix services from
IBM, there are robust tools that can be used in the integration step. The advantages and
methodology of integration will be discussed in future sections.
The provided online interface provides methods for defining entities and intents. The
cloud computation engine automatically interprets natural language inputs for intents and
extracts entities. Synonym detection is also easy to define. Unfortunately, Watson does not
provide any backend database for synonyms of words and phrases. This means that many
variations of phrases must be provided for entity detection to be robust enough for real life
applications.
Dialog flows in Watson Conversations are created in a logic tree structure composed of
nodes. Each node in the tree represents a response, which is triggered when an entity is detected
in the user’s response. At every node, specified responses are defined and presented as the
response of NELI. The responses can be made conditional based on specific inputs of entity
values.
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Figure 11 Sample interface for dialog in the IBM Watson Conversation Service

Figure 11 shows an example of a dialog flow created in Watson. Each rectangular box is
a node, which is triggered by detection of a specific entity. The console interface was designed
for the purposes of increasing ease of use, which presented some challenges for the purposes of
this project.
A downside of using Watson is the lack of precise control over the dialog flow. As the
service only provides a very high level interface, the conversation entirely depends on how
Watson detects entities and intents. Unlike Wit.ai, there is no way of manually defining flow
logic with code. Through trials of the service, Watson detects entities using a very simple search
algorithm, which can potentially create unforeseen errors. However, if entities and synonyms are
defined robustly, this should not prove to be a problem.
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In addition to the lack of control, Watson also provides no analytical or statistical tools at
all. For testing purposes, this provides the challenge of finding a way to accurately measure the
success rate of the NLI program. On the same note, there is no automated method of training the
program through trial inputs, as available in Wit.ai. This means that all possible synonyms and
variations of phrasings must be predetermined during construction of the NLI program.
In the end, the Watson conversation service was chosen to create our implementation of
the NLI program for NELI. The service focuses on ease of use, which made it easier to design
and create conversation flows that are well-suited for this project. In addition, the tools for
integration that come with IBM Bluemix was an important fact that was taken into consideration.
In order for Team SCOPE to successfully integrate all of the functionalities for NELI, the
integration process for a technology was deemed a priority.

3.2 Designing Dialogs Using Medical Literature
The NLP capabilities of Watson were demonstrated for a clinical application. The aim
was not only to create a diagnostic program, but one that incorporates information filtering and
data presentation for use by a physician. Robots are designed to optimize the time spent on
routine tasks, with the goal of allowing for more meaningful time spent in interactions requiring
full human capabilities. In the healthcare setting, this means less time spent by the physician
asking routine questions regarding symptoms and patient history. Instead, more time can be
spent building a connection with the patient, as well as producing a more in-depth diagnosis.
The most effective clinical conversations occur when both patient and doctor are
contributing and asking questions equally. But a review of clinical communication studies found
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that patients usually contribute little to the patient-physician interaction [22]. The primary
finding was that patients do not ask many questions, which the review attributes to difference in
education level. In order to encourage a time-efficient two-sided conversation, NELI can be used
to screen for the routine symptoms and patient history. The questions asked can be related to
commonly occurring chief complaints in general practice medicine. NELI can initially ask for
basic symptom information, such as length of time, pain characterization, and severity. Based on
the patient’s responses, NELI can ask related questions that a physician may be interested in
knowing. As such, the program can present a more comprehensive report to the physician for the
actual patient visit.
Dialogs were created to collect information that could be useful in a primary care office
prior to the patient seeing a physician. Due to time and complexity constraints of the project, the
dialogs were centered on a very limited number of chief complaints but asked questions to create
a detailed understanding of the symptoms surrounding these specific complaints. This could be
expanded easily to accommodate complaints involving many body systems. We chose cardiac
and respiratory complaints with an emphasis on chest pain. NELI holds a human-like
conversation that begins with the patient mentioning his/her chief complaint. The chief
complaint will guide the questions that are asked during the conversation.
After the conversation has concluded and all necessary patient information has been
collected, a diagram of symptoms and patient history is created for the physician to examine
before or during the face-to-face visit with the patient. We will discuss the generation of this
diagram, or summary chart, in later sections. In addition to the general symptoms, the data
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recording system also labels potential critical symptoms. The critical symptoms flag is triggered
by any severe health warnings that are noted in the conversation. This can be useful in increasing
the patient’s priority to be seen.

3.2.1 Dialog Contents
Due to the breadth and complexity of patient-physician dialogues, only two dialogs were
created, both relating to the chief complaint of chest pain. Chest pain is a prevalent topic in
medical literature, and the associated symptoms are well-established. After reviewing literature
regarding the etiologies of chest pain, dialogs for the cardiac and respiratory branches were
created. Both branches are initialized with the same trigger chief complaint.
Due to the critical nature of cardiac chest pain, the NLI program defaults to first
traversing the cardiac-based dialog. This dialog asks questions relating to symptoms that could
suggest a diagnosis related to cardiac chest pain, such as severity of chest pain, duration of
symptoms, palpitations, and shortness of breath. These symptoms have been listed as critical
warning flags for cardiac chest pain and are often indicative of an emergency situation [23]. The
dialog was formatted, as in Figure 12, with yes/no prompts and decision graph formats as used
by previous medical dialogues and interview software [24][25].
After studying the parsing capabilities of the Watson Conversation service, we integrated
questions with a yes/no response format with more flexible response structures. The cardiac
responses that suggest potentially life-threatening symptoms are concentrated towards the front
of the cardiac dialog. Further questions targeting cardiac symptoms were gathered from review
articles on patient interviews that asked for common symptoms, such as palpitations, related to
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heart disease [26][27]. Given that the natural language portion of the robot is focused on asking a
set of questions to get the most pertinent information about the patient’s chief complaint for the
doctor to review before coming into the room, the dialogue front-loads the questions related to
critical conditions to help rule out any emergency situations earlier in the visit.

Figure 12 Dialog flow used in Watson’s conversation service to process cardiovascular chief complaint.
Flow diagram created with algorithms and routine symptoms relating to past medical and NLP literature

For practical purposes, not all symptoms related to cardiac etiology of chest pain were
included, since the overall goal of the dialog is to streamline the beginning of the conversation.
The dialogues created focus only on commonly asked questions regarding prevalent symptoms
for chest pain noticed in the literature review. Analysis of program function and accuracy, as
detailed in the testing section of the thesis, will dictate exact questions and topics included in
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future iterations of the NLP program. The topic of the dialogues is flexible based on the overall
goal of the robot.
Additionally, the program aims to minimize the length of the conversation by asking the
most relevant questions based on statements made by the patient throughout the conversation. A
ranking of critical symptoms and any other general symptoms for the respiratory dialog was
developed from NIH references on warning signs of respiratory failure and common symptoms
surveyed in clinical evaluations of airway obstruction [28][29]. The respiratory-based chest pain
dialog asks the patient questions with the premise that their chest pain is not due to a cardiac
etiology. Some of the questions later in the dialogue, such as exacerbation of pain are present in
both dialogues.
Given that cardiac chest pain has more critical symptoms in the dialogue, we start the
NLI flow with that dialogue. If the patient answers negatively to a sequence of at least three
questions following the critical symptom list, the flow switches to the respiratory symptom
dialog. This is done with the goal of not asking additional questions relating to cardiac symptoms
if the patient’s complaint may be related to a different organ system. The logic of switching
between various etiologies in the form of different dialogues is the first step we tried to
implement in increasing the efficiency of asking the correct questions for comprehensive triage
summary documentation to provide to the physician when he/she enters the patient’s room.

3.2.2 Inputting Dialogs into IBM Watson
Inputting the dialog branches into the Watson Conversation service required the creation
of entities. For each response that the program can provide, there must be a trigger that has to be
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predefined. The entities range from simple “yes/no” responses, to more informational responses,
such as “severe/mild”. To ensure NELI is robust in its ability to interpret patients’ complaints,
entities are given lists of possible synonyms. The lists of synonyms were defined manually. For
example, the entity @pain can be detected when the user response contains words such as
“hurt”, “burn”, “tightness”, along with all the other grammatical tenses. Some examples of
entities that were used are displayed in the table below.
Entity Name
@pain

Examples
Hurt, burn, tightness

@severity

Mild, not bad, moderate,
bearable, severe, pretty bad
Heart, pectoral, upper torso

@chest

Explanation
Used to identify that the patient is
experiencing pain or discomfort of some sort
Used to determine the severity of the patient’s
symptoms (such as pain)
Any general term that could be used to
identity the chest region of the body

Table 2 Entity List

3.3 Testing Methodology for Dialogs in NLI Program
Once dialogs were fully formatted using the Watson Conversation service and connected
through the robot’s integration program, the NLI program was tested for expected question flow
and syntactic flexibility. Team SCOPE simulated numerous patient interactions with the NLI
system by collecting hypothetical responses to all of the questions that would be asked by the
robot.
Surveys to collect these hypothetical patient responses were sent out to University of
Maryland students, as specified in a project review with the University’s Institutional Review
Board. The survey can be found in Appendix D. All students responding did so electronically
through a Google form that presented the hypothetical situation of them being a patient with
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chest pain. Instructions prompted questions to be filled out within 10 minutes, in order to
simulate normal response times to such questions. Survey takers were not given any indication
on how to answer questions regarding symptoms other than imagining that they had chest pain.
No sick patients or students with known chest pain symptoms were requested to participate in the
surveys. The identity of all students taking the survey was kept anonymous to our research team,
given that only the responses to the Google form and time of submission was made available to
those processing the data. A total of fifty survey responses were collected for analysis.
The set of hypothetical responses from each survey was used as a single beta test of the
NLI system. The students surveyed did not interact with the robot directly, rather members of the
NLI research team input the answers as written in the survey into the conversation with the
robot. The results of each beta test were presented in a summary chart produced by the
integration program following the input of answers to all questions or the location in the
conversation where the program could not process a response. The results were used to quantify
the flexibility of the program in understanding a conversation held with a variety of people using
different language to explain their chief complaint. The results also allowed the NLI research
team to improve the prototype model based on errors noticed through program failures.
Once all the survey responses were collected and formatted, the testing process was
automated to create each corresponding program output. The content of each survey response
was individually stored in a file with a standardized format. A testing program then read the
responses from the file, which were fed as inputs into natural language program. After the
conversation finished, a screening result table is generated, recording the processed responses
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from each survey taker and dialog flow that the conversation took. The table is recorded, serving
as a summary chart for a physician, and used as a part of the testing analysis. The summary
charts produced by the automated testing program format symptoms based on cardiac or
respiratory causes and condense answers based on yes/no answers, responses regarding duration
of symptoms, and general note-format responses.
After each test case was run, the conversation flow was manually inspected to find any
errors that may have occurred. As a side effect of the way user responses were stored, the
automated testing program sometimes had to be manually adjusted for different conversation
branches that may have been taken. These adjustments were only made so that the testing
program correctly inputted the appropriate user response for each question presented by NELI.
Occasionally, the natural language program would encounter an error with the user responses.
Such mistakes include spelling errors, formatting issues and other easily addressed issues. In
these cases, the user responses were manually corrected to ensure that the program is able to
finish execution. When correcting these errors, the meaning of the response as well as the syntax
were kept the same, to ensure testing integrity. Our goal was ultimately to test the flexibility of
the NLI program, so it was in our best interest to keep the responses as natural as possible.

3.4 Results of NLI Testing
3.4.1 Analysis of Overall NLI Program Completion Rate
The two questions we aimed to answer with the analysis of the analyzed data were how
accurately the NLI program executes conversation and records responses based on a created
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dialogue flow and how the program handles a variety of syntactic responses to the questions that
it asks patients. In order to assess if the NLI system acted as expected, the program execution
was tested for a number of errors that occurred and the resulting summary chart of symptoms for
each dialog was inspected for accuracy.
Out of all the survey responses run through the NLI program, 84% completed full
processing of the hypothetical conversation without error, and created appropriate summary
charts based on the conversation (Figure 13). The other 16% of survey response sets resulted in
error produced by the natural language program failing to run to completion. The exact patient
responses that resulted in errors were recorded and compared qualitatively to find trends, and
subsequently used to understand how the NLI system could be improved, especially with regard
to flexibility and robustness. Many of the question types that resulted in errors when processing
the survey responses were binary questions, which we define as questions expecting a solely
“yes” or “no” type response. The error-generating responses were grouped into one of three
groups: (1) answering binary questions with details, (2) answering binary questions with time or
relative time period, and (3) responding with a non-binary affirmative answer.
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Figure 13 NLP Program runs resulting in successful completions versus error preventing processing of all
dialog responses. Sample size for completion rate was 50 survey responses and 84% resulted in successful
program completions

Out of the survey responses resulting in an error during program execution, the most
common cause was answering a binary question with a time or relative time period (Figure 14).
For example, this includes answering the question “Have you ever had this type of pain before?”
with the response “First time”. The errors resulting from answering with details or non-binary
affirmative answers occurred with equal frequencies. An example of answering with details
includes responding to the questions “Are you feeling any shortness of breath?” with “During the
pain”. An example of a non-binary affirmative answers is answering the same question with
“every now and then”.
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Figure 14 Causes of NLP error in program execution. Out of 8 runs resulting in errors upon program
execution, the responses that cause errors were grouped into three general categories based on a qualitative
analysis.

3.4.2 Analysis of NLP program responses
To evaluate the accuracy of the NLI system’s operation with varying testing survey
responses and syntactic flexibility, Team SCOPE compared the expected summary chart that
should have been produced from survey responses and the summary chart produced by the NLI
system. Examples of the summary charts produced by the program can be seen below for
patients providing dialogues with error in program processing versus a successfully processed
chief complaint of chest pain appearing to come from respiratory etiology (Figure 15). The
summary charts produced by the robot after the hypothetical patient conversations were
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compared to the expected chart and categorized into three groups: (1) correct summary charts,
(2) incorrect but complete summary charts, and (3) incomplete summary charts (generally caused
by an error that stops program execution). Summary chart layout depicts shortened responses or
commentary for physicians to digest prior to each patient encounter.
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Figure 15 Summary charts of test patient/robot conversation produced automatically by NLP program. Top:
Incomplete chart produced as a result of a program error at question about shortness of breath. Bottom:
Complete summary chart traversing part of cardiac dialogue and full respiratory dialogue based on survey
taker’s responses.

Determination of accurate summary charts demonstrated accurate program function.
Subteam members processed the expected result of each survey set by traversing each response
through dialogues and constructing a summary chart through human analysis. This was
completed independently of automated processing of the survey results and subsequent
automated summary chart formation. The first criteria the NLI system aimed to satisfy was the
ability to ask the most relevant questions based on the patient’s responses.
To test this, Team SCOPE designed the NLI system to ask questions which would help
determine the etiology (cardiac or respiratory) of reported chest pain, and choose a
conversational path based on the answers to these questions. Because chest pain could stem from
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a cardiac or respiratory-related cause, our definition of an efficient symptom-gathering program
is that which asks the majority of simple history questions based on the most likely cause of the
patient’s chief complaint. This is opposed to asking the patient all questions pertaining to
possible cardiac and respiratory symptoms.
Each person that participated in our anonymous survey could answer the questions from
the NLP program with no constraints, except for answering the chief complaint prompt with
some form of chest pain. Participants were not instructed on having a specific cause of chest pain
and were not aware of the tests to be completed. From the responses gathered (n= 50), 18% of
the hypothetical responses were expected to traverse the respiratory related question pathway and
82% were expected to traverse the cardiac related pathway. This pathway is entered after the
front loaded critical symptoms questions about cardiac chest pain are asked. The NLP program is
coded such that if the participant answers negatively to a series of non-critical questions, the
program will deem a different etiology path for symptom questions.
Based on the created dialog flows, we traversed through each participant’s survey
responses and recorded the expected conversation flow (cardiac or respiratory) that was
supposed to be taken by the program and recorded in the summary chart. Testing showed that
88% of program execution followed the expected symptom question path (Figure 16). Within the
incorrectly traversed paths, all of them were cardiac-related chest pain complaints interpreted as
respiratory-related chest pain.
During the process of determining the question path that was expected for each
conversation, NLP members recorded what the correct output summary chart should be for each
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hypothetical conversation. The correct output summary chart was based on human dialog
analysis given strict traversal of the original dialog flows that were unchanged after program
creation and execution. The human produced charts were compared against the automatically
produced summary charts by the NLP program. Program executions amounted to 56% correct
summary chart, with each symptom discussed during the conversation recorded as expected.
Incorrectly recorded charts included common errors of incorrectly documented “other notes”
section in the chart, incorrect recordings of symptom durations, and details for symptoms being
recorded in the incorrect location on the chart.
The final assessment following question traversal accuracy and overall chart accuracy
was chart completeness. Within the program execution, one of the ultimate goals is to ask a full
set of symptom questions relating to one etiology that is likely to give a healthcare provider a
comprehensive foundation for taking the patient’s history. “Complete” is defined as having
traversed and filled out a full cardiac or respiratory portion of the summary chart. Only one
portion will be filled out for each conversation due to the design of the NLI program.
Participants’ answers are processed until the end as cardiac or deemed to be respiratory after a
critical cardiac symptom questions. Within the testing executions, 76% of participant
conversations produced complete charts for cardiac or respiratory chest pain. The other 24% of
charts varied from being completely empty due to program error at the beginning of the
conversation to missing summary responses for a few symptoms noted throughout the
conversation. Incomplete charts were a result of individual symptoms not recorded or follow-up
details for a symptom not being recorded.
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Figure 16 Assessment of NLI program accuracy. Sample size of survey response sets used to test program
accuracy was n=50. Out of those tests, 88% program runs followed the expected dialog path, 56% program
runs produced the correct summary, and 76% program runs resulted in completed summary charts

3.4.3 Limitations in Data Analysis
The program capability analysis completed for this version of NELI allows for error
detection and improvement in future iteration, but is not sufficient for larger conclusions on
patient interaction with medical software or human interaction with NLP programs. The
population size of 50 was limited given that only a small portion of the total conversation set
(16%) could be analyzed for program error and the set containing inaccurate charts (44%) was
not large enough to formulate concrete trends on error-causing trends.
Testing participants who submitted conversation responses through survey are estimated
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to all be within the 17-24 year old age range, given the sampling was completed through online
university forums. Exact demographics of the population completing the survey responses used
for testing is not known given the anonymity agreement in IRB documentation. Education level,
age, and state of health are not able to be extrapolated to the general population that would use a
robot like NELI in an assistive setting.
With the structure of the survey for testing participants, the dialog responses do not
completely mimic real time conversation given time allotted for typing and ability to see
questions as a set instead of processing one at a time. The general dialogs were created based on
medical literature for this application, but dialogues created with guidance from professionals in
the field may yield different results.

3.4.4 Future data analysis
For future iterations and development of the NLP program, the team would like to create
a greater variety of testing dialogues with professionals in the field of NELI’s application. To
obtain more conclusive data on how to improve the processing power of the program, the team
aims to sample a larger population consisting of ages across multiple generations, various
education and health levels, and individuals with differing exposures to interactive technologies.
The ultimate goal for testing and improving the program would be to have testing participants
interact with the program as a part of the full robot in real time and gather automated responses
from the program in addition to subjective responses of program use from testing participants.
Human subject research approval would be required. The future analysis and testing for the NLP
program would move from testing for errors to aid in program improvement to testing for total
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program accuracy as well as patient’s and physician’s ease of use and overall satisfaction with
NELI.

3.5 NLI Conclusions
Given accuracy and syntactic flexibility analysis, we were able to determine that the NLI
program is able to process a conversation on a specific medical complaint and ask follow-up
questions based on individualized concerns. In addition, the program also creates a concise form
of data to present to a professional. Conclusions could not be made on the significance of these
results given a small and concentrated testing population.

3.5.1 Findings
Despite the small quantity of failing test cases, trends could be gathered regarding
phrasing and topics that caused failure; including but not limited to answers including
affirmative and negative responses to binary questions and answering questions with details
instead of affirmative or negative statements. Specific words and phrasing that resulted in
program errors allow our program developers to modify and expand the intents and entities in
Watson as necessary to minimize future program failure. The types of errors encountered in the
program executions also inform the level of minimum breadth needed across intents and entities
that are created with the Watson dialogues. The overarching goal of NLP programming is to
create a robust system that can conduct and process the information in a conversation with any
individual, so the errors and validation gathered in our testing allow for concrete changes to be
made to a second version of the NLP program. We validated that the program can function
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according to constructed dialog flows.

3.5.2 NLP Future Work
For more advanced versions of the program, we hope to incorporate certified terminology
dictionaries to populate the entity and intent fields in the Watson conversation service. This will
reduce the labor involved in having developers populate intent and entity fields based on results
of beta testing as completed for the created NLP program in this project. Also, an automated
connective to terminology dictionaries through certified databases or a collection of literature
articles would allow for regular updates and training to the program’s function without developer
intervention.
To standardize the method of creating the dialogue flows and connecting them through an
online conversation service for applications beyond clinical medicine, future work includes
creating a standardized methodology to turn dialogue flows into conversation trees in online
services. This include a simple interface with a dialog builder based on preset categories such as
binary questions and various response categories. Creation of a dialog builder interface that can
be systematically converted to an NLP program will expand possible applications and ease of
creation for the NLP program. This would allow for professionals without extensive
programming or technical background in computing services to create new NLP programs
pertaining to a variety of topics.
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Chapter 4: Mobility
4.1 Overview
In order to make NELI’s visual object recognition and natural language interaction
capabilities available for use as a medical assistant, it was necessary for Team SCOPE to
establish mobility for the purposes of an autonomous robotic entity. In a hospital environment,
many basic mobility modes are required, including maneuvering about and between rooms,
following specific individuals such as doctors or patients, and moving particular objects such as
medicines. These modes can be divided into basic motions which can be implemented via an
Arduino microcontroller and the appropriate hardware.

4.1.1 Existing Applicable Technologies
Before beginning with the design of NELI’s mobile robotic platform, an analysis of
existing robotic solutions in hospital and medical fields was completed. A hospital environment
presents a wide array of potential robotic tasks ranging from pharmaceutical retrieval to
gathering current patient status, and it presents numerous challenges in terms of navigation and
adaptability to the variety of potential tasks. This section explores several different existing
robotic technologies that operate within medical environments. These existing technologies go
beyond the current capabilities of NELI and represent some of the future directions that Team
SCOPE can explore.
One of the most widely used mobile robotic platforms in hospitals is the TUG series of
robots, manufactured by Aethon [30]. The TUG family focuses on performing delivery and
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transportation tasks for a variety of applications. Hospitals are constantly moving materials,
including medicines, supplies, and laboratory equipment between different rooms, floors, or even
buildings. The TUG robots fill this void by automating the delivery of these materials, thus
improving efficiency, and saving time for hospital personnel.
TUG robots operate in a variety of medical departments, including pharmacy, laboratory,
nursing, food services, and environmental services. Within the nursing department, research has
shown that nurses spend 30% of their time searching for medications, supplies, and lab results
[31]. By limiting this time away from the patient’s bedside, TUG robots improve the efficiency
and quality of patient care provided by the hospital nursing staff. In the laboratory department,
efficient and safe transportation is vital to the inner-workings of the hospital. Many lab
specimens are time-sensitive or could be considered biohazards if they leak from their
containers. The TUG robots eliminate the possibility of specimen leakage and have built-in
safety protocol to assure that specimen are handled properly.
TUG utilizes a wide array of onboard sensors to navigate through hallways with crowds
of people. These sensors include a pair of 180° laser sensors for object detection, and an array of
sonar and infrared sensors to detect low-lying objects. For navigation, TUG is preloaded with a
detailed map of the hospital it is working within, including pre-programmed routes. TUG keeps
track of its location using an advanced odometry algorithm. Finally, TUG communicates with
elevators and automatic doors by utilizing the hospital’s existing WiFi services [32].
The Swisslog Robocourier is similar to the TUG in that it is also used for supply
transportation in a hospital setting. However, the Robocourier is slightly less advanced in terms
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of its mobility capabilities. The Robocourier is preloaded with a map of the facility, and each
route is predetermined on-board when a request is given. The robot has a laser guidance sensor
for basic obstacle evasion and to assure that navigation is accurate [33]. However, the
Robocourier has limited ability to adjust its predetermined route for obstacle avoidance.
The InTouch RP-VITA is another popular mobile robotic platform used in hospitals. The
RP-VITA is the first remote presence robotic solution for patient care, meaning that it acts as a
physical entity allowing physicians to directly interact with patients from a remote location. The
robot features an interface which allows a doctor to remotely conduct any relevant hospital task,
including acute patient care.
The RP-VITA is the most mobile of InTouch’s Remote Presence (RP) solutions. It is a
tall robot, similar to the height of a human, and moves on wheels hidden under the robot’s
casing. The interface allows the remote doctor to control the movement of the robot to different
rooms, as if the doctor were there themselves. A healthcare professional can also send the robot
to any desired destination within the hospital. For navigation, the RP-VITA is equipped with a
mapping system to handle movement while the remote care-provider is occupied and on-board
sensors for obstacle avoidance [34].

4.2 Design
4.2.1 Constraints and Proof of Concept
As NELI’s hardware was designed and built, a budget of $600 shared by the team could
be utilized for parts and machining. Rather than having access to a large mechanical shop or lab,
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NELI was constructed with hand tools in the same lab that the rest of the team used for coding
and other components of the project. Thus, it was decided that a proof of concept would fit the
requirements of the first iteration of NELI.
In order to complete a successful proof of concept, Team SCOPE had to trade off style
and complexity for simplicity and basic functionality in terms of its mobile platform. That is, the
four basic motions of moving forward, moving backward, turning left, and turning right were the
first priorities for the robotic platform. These motions were perfected by using just two motor
controllers, one for both wheels on each side of the robot.

4.2.2 Hardware
NELI is built on a VEX robotics 12” x 12” chassis with two wooden platforms. The first
is mounted on the chassis, with the second constructed 10” above the body for additional
hardware mounting, as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18 below. The Arduino is set up on the
lower platform along with the breadboards. The distance sensor is mounted on the front of the
robotic chassis for collision prevention. The motor controllers are mounted on the underside of
the lower platform, and are wired to the Arduino. A tablet stand is mounted on the lower
platform and extends forward to hold the Kinect in a forward-facing orientation. The battery and
remainder of the electronics are placed on the lower platform.
In addition, several hardware components were retooled from a previous version of Team
SCOPE’s robotic platform named ALVORES, which stands for Autonomous Language and
Visual Object Recognition External System. ALVORES used a Samsung tablet, which was
mounted on top of the tablet stand facing the front of the robot, for the purposes of patient
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interaction. The upper wooden platform was used as a mount for the Kinect, which could not be
effectively manipulated. When designing NELI, both the tablet stand and upper wooden platform
were repurposed in order to improve the functionality and general appearance of the robotic
platform. The tablet stand was repurposed to hold the Microsoft Kinect, allowing for a wider and
more manipulable range of view. The upper platform was retasked as a computer mount, so that
a laptop or similar small computer, rather than a Samsung tablet, can be on-board for integrated
processing with the artificial intelligence.

Figure 17 A basic CAD drawing of the current NELI design, featuring the Kinect mounted on a tablet stand
in front of the two wooden platforms.
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Figure 18 An engineering drawing showcasing views of NELI’s structure from the top, side, and isometric
views. This includes a bill of materials shown in the bottom right

4.2.3 Software
Team SCOPE uses an Arduino Uno as NELI’s main microcontroller. The decision to use
an Arduino was based on several factors, including the capabilities of the Arduino as well as the
team’s prior experience in using the Arduino for robotics purposes.
Firstly, the Arduino Uno has several input and output ports that are very important to
NELI’s functionality. A USB input port allows code to be uploaded from a team member’s
laptop and provides a power connection to the Arduino, allowing for a 5 Volt input voltage to the
distance sensor. The Arduino Uno also provides 14 digital input/output pins, which can be used
for receiving electrical signals from sensors or controlling motors and other actuators. Six of the
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input/output pins have Pulse Width Modulation capabilities, a system by which the average
voltage value is fed through the pin by switching the load on and off, allowing for signals of
different durations to control the speed of NELI’s various motors.
In addition, Arduino has its own software Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
that allows users to implement programs on the microcontroller with relative ease. The Arduino
IDE has a Servo library that is specifically designed for controlling servos and motors, which is
particularly useful for Team SCOPE’s purposes. This library includes functionality for attaching,
detaching, reading from, and writing to a servo motor, which acts as a rotary actuator that can be
set to a precise angle or speed. This allows for the control of a wide range of servo types,
including both standard and continuous motion servos. For a standard servo, the library allows
for the shaft to be positioned at any angle between 0 and 180 degrees. For a continuous motion
servo, the Servo library allows the Arduino to set the rotation of the shaft to a particular speed,
which is appropriate for controlling NELI’s drive wheels. These factors particularly influenced
Team SCOPE’s choice to use an Arduino Uno for its main microcontroller.
For Team SCOPE’s first robotic iteration, entitled ALVORES, a Raspberry Pi was to be
used as a means of communication between Arduino and an Android tablet, which was the center
processing unit for visual object recognition and natural language interaction. However, Team
SCOPE had trouble connecting to the Arduino via the Raspberry Pi, and eventually eliminated
the Raspberry Pi from the mobility design. A Raspberry Pi could also have been used in place of
an Arduino as NELI’s main microcontroller, but Team SCOPE’s limited experience using the Pi
made the Arduino Uno a more logical choice.
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4.3 Arduino Code Overview
The Arduino code that Team SCOPE has developed to implement mobility functions is a
simple finite state machine with up to eight possible states, as seen in Figure 19. Four of the
states correspond to the four basic motions discussed in the previous sections. State 1
corresponds to forward movement, state 2 represents a left turn, state 3 is backward movement,
and state 4 corresponds to a right turn. State 5 is the universal “Stop” state, which stops robotic
movement upon command at any point. States 6 and 7 are available for controlling the
orientation of the Microsoft Kinect. State 6 adjusts the Kinect’s position about the z-axis, while
state 7 adjusts the pitch of the Kinect. These states are not implemented in the current version of
NELI due to hardware constraints. However, these states, as well as the mechanical
infrastructure to implement Kinect motion, will be utilized in a future version of NELI. State 8 is
general search state, designed for searching for a particular object in a room by spinning in
circles and consistently taking pictures of the surroundings.
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Figure 19 Arduino Code Flow Chart. This flowchart separates the Arduino logic into two distinct functions.
These include a distance sensor control function that is used throughout the Arduino code, and a motor
control loop for reading in and executing the desired commands.

The Arduino code traverses between these states according to a serial input coming from
NELI’s main program. The main program utilizes a Javascript that establishes serial
communication with the Arduino, bypassing the Arduino IDE’s built-in serial monitor. The Java
program then sends a text (String) command of the following form:
x:yyyy
Here, x is a single integer representing one of the eight possible states implemented on the
Arduino Uno. The variable yyyy is an integer number that will indicate the distance in inches to
be traveled or the angle in degrees (in the case of turn left or turn right) of the desired movement.
In addition to the basic finite state machine implemented through the Arduino Uno, the
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Arduino is programmed to control several key pieces of hardware, including motors and motor
controllers made by VEX robotics, an ultrasonic distance sensor, and standard servos from Radio
Shack. Within the loop function of the Arduino code, which runs continuously while a serial
input is not received, the ultrasonic distance sensor is called to assure that NELI does not run into
any walls, tables, chairs, or other common indoor obstacles. The distance sensor runs on a +5V
input voltage and utilizes two input/output pins on the Arduino Uno. The TRIG pin on the
distance sensor takes in a triggering signal from the Arduino. The input signal must be low, then
brought high for at least 2 microseconds before returning to low. This triggers the distance sensor
to send out an ultrasonic ping. When the ping is received, the sensor returns the time, in
microseconds, it took for the ping to return to the sensor. The Arduino Uno reads this time from
the sensor’s ECHO pin. Then, the time is converted to tenths of an inch using the following
equation:
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜇𝑠) ∗ (

5
)
74

This equation is an approximation derived from the basic relationship between time,
distance, and velocity as well as the accepted value of the speed of sound, approximately 340
m/s. Due to rounding conventions from the Arduino IDE, the Arduino will always round down to
the next lowest unit of distance. Therefore, tenths of an inch are used to provide precision in
distance sensing.
The distance sensor is also called in the serialEvent function within each of the eight
Arduino states. When a serial input is received, the loop function is halted, which requires the
distance sensor to be queried within the main function as well. This then caused a problem with
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using the Arduino IDE’s delay function when executing movements. During a delay, no other
Arduino commands are processed. Therefore, the distance sensor could not be called during
these periods of time, making it possible for NELI to crash into a wall or another obstacle. To
eliminate this problem, the millis() command is used to keep track of time within the program.
The millis command provides the time, in milliseconds, at any moment since the inception of the
program. This allows the program to calculate time, turn the motors on and off, and query the
distance sensor at any time.
The VEX robotics motors and motor controllers are also controlled through the Arduino
Uno program. Each motor requires a +7.2V input voltage, which is provided by an external
Lithium Ion battery. The motors are then controlled by a VEX motor controller, which utilizes a
single input/output pin on the Arduino Uno. For the purposes of NELI, both wheels on each side
of the robot are controlled by the same motor controller. Turning is simplified with this
configuration, as the robotic platform can turn by having the wheels on opposite sides turn in
opposite directions.
The motor controllers are controlled through pulses of differing durations. Every 20
milliseconds, the motor controllers expect to see a pulse of width between 1000 and 2000
microseconds. The middle of this range, 1500 microseconds, holds the motors in their current
position or stops them from moving. Pulses of width less than 1500 microseconds turn the
motors in the counterclockwise direction, while pulses greater than 1500 microseconds wide turn
the motors clockwise. These inputs are given by the Arduino writeMicroseconds command,
which writes the desired pulse width automatically every 20 milliseconds to each motor
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controller.

4.4 Overall Performance
The first testing of the integrated mobility pieces was successful wherein the code passed
along the necessary information to the different functional parts. While the control of the motion
functioned properly, the mechanical parts themselves needed improvement in order to perform at
the necessary standards, such as moving at reasonable speeds, and being able to turn. The
original wheels chosen had too much friction and as a result, the robot moved at a slower pace
than desired and could not turn on surfaces that were not completely flat and relatively
frictionless. New wheels were chosen from VEX that had a much lower coefficient of friction
and allowed the robot to move as desired. These wheels also have smaller wheels built-in, which
roll sideways with respect to the forward direction of motion. This allows for omnidirectional
movement, and makes turning NELI significantly easier.
Another notable change as the project advanced was the removal of motion of the Kinect.
Originally it was to be mounted on a swivel for 180 degrees of motion to remove some of the
strain of the robot’s motion. This configuration allowed the chassis to remain oriented in one
direction and the camera to turn and view something to the left or right. With the new wheels,
however, we found that NELI had a negligible turn radius and there was no need for the added
weight and complexity that comes with more motors, motor controllers, and coding. With the
reduced weight, the robot moved faster and ran marginally more efficiently, taking less battery
power to move.
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4.4.1 Calibration
In order for NELI to operate as desired, calibration of both the distance sensors and the
motors are required. Without this calibration, Team SCOPE risks the different motors running at
different speeds, or the distance sensors producing inaccurate measurements, or NELI not
accurately traveling the desired distance. The majority of this calibration was done with simple
experimentation and testing.
To calibrate the distance sensors, three trials were conducted in which the distance sensor
was moved incrementally away from a wall, with the returned value being compared to the real
distance at each increment. To start the testing, the distance sensor was placed two inches from a
wall. After making a measurement, the distance sensor was moved back 0.5” away from the wall
until the sensor was 6” away. From there, the distance sensor was moved back by 1” increment
until it was one foot away. Sensor calibration was limited to these short distances because the
Arduino code only required action if the distance sensor detected something less than 8 inches
away. After sensor values were acquired at each distance, they were plotted against the actual
values. According to Figure 20, the data was then matched with a line of best fit, and the R2
value of each trial was greater than 0.99, indicating a strong linear relation well within one tenth
of an inch of the real distance.
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Figure 20 Results of a single trial of distance sensor calibration. Distances were converted to hundredths
2

of an inch for the sake of accuracy. The trendline has a slope very close to one and an R value very close to
one, indicating a strong one-to-one relationship.

In addition, testing was necessary in order to find the appropriate constant of conversion
between the distance-of-movement variable inputted by the main program and the time-ofmovement variable used by the Arduino code. A conversion factor was found for both forward
and backward movement and for angular movement, where the input from the main program is
an angle rather than a distance.
Conversion factor testing was completed using similar methods to the ones used for
distance sensor calibration. The Arduino code was edited to take in an input of time for the VEX
motors to be turned on. Using a controlled course set-up with carefully measured markers every
one foot of distance, the distance traveled in the given period of time was easily measured. These
values were measured at differing increments of time, ranging from 100 milliseconds to 2
seconds. The relationship between time input and distance traveled was linear as expected, and is
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extrapolated to cover any possible distance of movement. According to Figure 21, the linear
relationship has a slope of 72.80, which represents the change in distance traveled with respect to
a change in time input, and is used as the forward and backward movement conversion factor.

Figure 21 Results of the mobility calibration test for forward movement. The slope indicates the conversion
factor while the R2 value indicates a very strong relationship between motor operation time and distance
traveled, particularly at shorter distances

The angular conversion factor was found using similar methods. The strong linear
relationship in forward motion was extrapolated to apply to angular movement as well. It was
then found that a left or right turn for approximately 1850 milliseconds resulted in a full 180°
turn of zero turn radius. Thus, the constant of conversion angle_convert = 10.28. That is, a turn
of one degree would require NELI to operate in one of the turn states for 10.28 milliseconds.
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4.5 Future Work
There are several avenues for further mobility development beyond the simple proof of
concept currently implemented. Team SCOPE envisions a fully autonomous robotic platform
designed to navigate safely throughout a hospital environment. This vision entails a laptop,
which will operate the Kinect, the Arduino, and the Natural Language functionality, fully
mounted to NELI’s top platform. In addition, a “Follow Me” feature is a useful future direction.
With this feature, NELI would be able to follow a care provider or a patient around the hospital.
This would make NELI useful for carrying supplies and materials for a healthcare professional,
or for tracking the progressions of physical therapy exercises through comparisons.
Another avenue of future development would be expansion to a larger, easily-identifiable
mobile entity. The current NELI platform has a base that is only 12” x 12” and only stands about
18” tall with a computer mounted. In a hospital setting, a platform this small would be difficult
for individuals to see and could become an obstacle for some healthcare professionals. A larger
mobile platform would be easier to identify and interact with. A larger robotic platform also
allows for several useful features, including a rack and pinion steering system or a mechanical
arm for picking up and transporting medical supplies.
As NELI progresses towards an AI entity appropriate for implementation in a hospital
environment, Team SCOPE must consider interfacing its AI capabilities with an existing
mobility platform. Many robots that currently exist or are being developed, including the TUG
series, the InTouch RP-VITA, or Aldebaran Robotics’ Pepper, possess advanced capabilities that
Team SCOPE cannot develop given limited time and resources. These robots include complex
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mapping and route-planning capabilities as well as more advanced obstacle avoidance
techniques, capabilities which are vital to robotics in a hospital environment. Therefore, as Team
SCOPE’s AI becomes more advanced, it may be appropriate to house the project’s natural
language and object recognition intelligence on an existing mobility platform.
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Chapter 5: Integration
5.1 Previous Iterations
In the first robotic iteration, ALVORES, a Raspberry Pi was used as the means of
communication between an Arduino and an Android tablet. The Raspberry Pi was chosen for its
portability. The Raspberry Pi would handle all natural language interaction and image
recognition requests to Watson and communication with the Arduino. However, when using the
Raspberry Pi, we found that it did not have the processing power to run MATLAB image
processing software, language processing software, and communication software simultaneously.
Additionally, the Raspberry Pi had very few communication options with the Android tablet.
These problems led to us to decide to replace the Raspberry Pi and Android tablet with a small
laptop running a Microsoft Windows 10 operating system. The small laptop provides more
processing power than the Raspberry Pi. The laptop has the capability to run the image
recognition, NLI Watson services, and communicate with the Arduino simultaneously, which
was a fundamental problem with the Raspberry Pi. It also can display the avatar and
communicate with it, removing the need for the Android tablet. The switch to a laptop brought us
to our second iteration, NELI, which is discussed more in the next section.

5.2 Avatar
In order to interact with the user and sync the conversation with a graphical
representation of a medical practitioner, we designed an avatar using Adobe Flash Player,
ActionScript 3.0, and the Microsoft Windows 10 operating system. The design of the avatar
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focuses on simplicity and professionalism, while the software implementation focuses on multiplatform flexibility and web application execution.
The Adobe Flash Player runtime allows for quick and simple 2-D avatar animation.
According to Adobe’s published statistics on Flash Player usage, over 1.3 billion devices use
Adobe Flash and over 3 million developers use Adobe Flash for web content [35]. The Adobe
Flash Player runtime uses ActionScript 3.0 (AS3), which is an object-oriented programming
language based on ECMAScript, the international standardized programming language for
scripting [36]. AS3 was specifically designed for rich web applications. The Adobe AIR runtime
enables the avatar to be packaged into native applications for Windows, our chosen operating
system, while still remaining as AS3 code [37]. As many members of the team are proficient in
the Windows operating system and own Windows computers, we chose to launch the program
via a web application running on Adobe AIR. Lastly, we are using the Adobe Flex SDK and the
FlashDevelop IDE because they are both open source and compatible with the Adobe suite. Flex
is a “...highly productive, open source application framework for building and maintaining
expressive web applications that deploy consistently on all major browsers, desktops, and
devices”, which is compatible with our web application [38], while FlashDevelop is specifically
designed as a web development IDE [39]. By centering the software design on a web application,
the avatar is runnable on all devices connected to the Internet. Therefore, future applications of
this project can extend to other aspects of assistive health, providing open-source access and
multi-platform functionality.
While researching existing avatar libraries for AS3 and the Flash runtime, we decided on
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a simple design. The face of NELI should be inviting yet professional. We were also searching
for AS3 lip synchronization libraries, thus enabling the avatar to talk. The first avatar we tested
was created by Majid Hejazi, released on March 2014 [40].

Figure 22 Image of Avatar

It includes five avatar designs with face animations, template interface fonts and buttons,
mp3 file playability, and two pre-made audio files for testing. Two of the sample avatar designs
are shown above in Figure 22. The library provided exactly what we needed to create the face of
NELI. For the first iteration of the avatar design, we will be exclusively using this library. Future
iterations would provide a greater degree of customizability to the avatar’s appearance. For
example, language settings could be edited from a settings bar on the avatar’s interface. In
addition, skin tone, gender, and clothing could also be changed to appeal to different audiences.
For example, a pediatrics office could perhaps set the avatar to appear younger, or a hard-ofhearing doctor’s office could add captions to synchronize with the spoken responses of the
avatar.
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5.3 Methodology: Main Program

Figure 23 Node-RED flow used to communicate with NLI cloud service and Image Recognition cloud
services. The flow go from left to right where input is received on the left and sent through various nodes
until an output is sent back by the far right nodes. This is an example flow for NELI’s conversation function.

In the second iteration, NELI, the laptop runs a main program written in Java. We
decided to write the main program in Java because it could communicate with the NLI and image
recognition services through Node-RED, the Arduino Uno through serial I/O, and the avatar
through file I/O using many libraries that are available. Also, Java has many built-in libraries that
many other features in the main program, such as voice input from the user, require. Since Java
is so readily accessible and is object-oriented, future work and improvements become easier
because of simple class additions to the project.
For the NLI component, the main program is always listening for user voice input. Java
takes in audio input from the user through the Javax Sound Sample library. The program collects
the user’s audio input, converts it to a .WAV audio file and sends the input to the NLI program
on Node-RED. The recording of the user’s voice input begins when the volume goes above the
ambient level and stops automatically once the volume drops to the ambient level. Next, the
program sends the converted .WAV audio file through Node-RED to be processed and put
through our NLI program on the Watson server. This is shown in Figure 23 in the HTTP request
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called /ConversationSpeechInput. Node-RED responds with a message that contains both the text
response that NELI should reply to the user, and any other pertinent information that is used by
the main program. The NLI’s string response always takes the form of:
speech response | additional tags
For example, if the user input was, “move forward one foot”, the NLI response would be “Okay
moving forward”, along with “forwards”, “one”, and “foot” attached to the response string. The
program uses that response string to complete any assigned tasks, and verbalizes the response to
the user through text-to-speech functionality. Some tasks that can be executed include various
movements options, recording patient symptoms for a doctor, and communicating with the
Kinect to take and return a segmented image. Other tasks, such as the patient inquiry dialog, are
all handled through the NLI Watson server. The symptoms received from the NLI for generating
a report for a doctor about a patient are stored locally in the main program and a report is
generated at the end of the dialogue for the doctor.
For the image recognition component, after the main program gets a string response from
the NLI relating to image recognition such as finding an object, the main program will start
executing the task. When it needs an image to be taken, it will run the Kinect executable file,
which will take an image and segment the image. Then, the image will be sent up to Watson
image recognition using Node-RED. This is shown in Figure 23 in the HTTP request called
/ImageRecognition. The image is then classified and the results are interpreted by the main
program. The main program will use these results to complete the given task.
For the mobility component, after the main program gets a string response from the NLI
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relating to movement, it will use the RXTX serial library to write a string to the serial port on the
laptop. The string will have two numbers; one representing an enumerated movement command
and the other representing the time required to move in that direction. The Arduino code will be
constantly listening for strings written to the serial port. When it gets a command, it will parse
the command and execute it, moving the robot for the given amount of time.
For the avatar component, when the NLI program returns a string that requires a voice
response back to the user, the Node-RED program will automatically return a .WAV audio file to
the main program. The audio file is then converted by the main program into a .MP3 file format
using the built-in Audio Encoding libraries in Java. The resulting audio file is then placed into a
folder. Each audio file is given a number increasing from 1 in its filename. The Avatar program
will be constantly checking the folder for an audio file with the next number. Once the main
program puts the audio file with the next number in its file name, the Avatar program will
automatically play the file. To avoid the audio file being recorded by the main program as user
voice input, the main program pauses for the duration of the audio file before continuing.
The main program connects the NLI, image recognition, mobility, and avatar components
of the project together. It starts by getting voice input from the user. Then, the audio is processed
by the NLI component. Based on what the user is asking the robot to perform, it will execute the
command. If the task related to image recognition, it will run the Kinect executable to get the
images and process them using Node-RED. If the task is related to mobility, it will send
commands to the Arduino, which will move the robot. Any audio response the robot must give to
the user will be done by the Avatar component.
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5.4 Mapping System
For NELI to navigate without many sensors, a mapping system is needed in the main
program. We decided to hardcode the blueprints of where NELI can move. This would need to
be changed depending on the environment NELI is operating in. There are many other mapping
systems and sensors that could be implemented for a better mapping system depending on the
environment and these should be taken into consideration when actually implementing NELI in a
real world environment. In an actual office setting, these blueprints would simply map out the
rooms so that NELI knows where it can physically travel. The blueprints are divided in the code
into a coordinate system where each coordinate represents a target location. Our mapping system
is based on a directed graph. A directed graph is a commonly used computer science tool that has
nodes of data and edges with weights that point towards other nodes. In our directed graph, each
node represents one of the coordinates within the blueprint and the edges are weighted with a
distance and direction towards the target node. A Java program that we created will then use
Dijkstra's algorithm to find the shortest path. We implemented the mapping system using Java
because our main program is also in Java; having both in the same language allows for easy
interfacing and a very short time delay to access the mapping system from the main program.
Dijkstra’s algorithm will be discussed in detail shortly. This mapping system will allow for
remote web-based access, which will show the blueprints as well as NELI’s current location on
those blueprints. Additionally, future work would allow for remote movement commands to be
implemented from the blueprints. These blueprints will continue to be hardcoded for the current
iteration of the mapping system, however future iterations of the mapping system may be able to
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use markers throughout the building or other systems such that a direct hardcoding of the
blueprint is not needed.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is a well-known algorithm used to solve the shortest paths for a
given graph with vertices/nodes and edges [41]. We will be using a variant of Dijkstra’s
algorithm to find the shortest path from a single source node, NELI’s current location, to a single
destination location, wherever NELI is told to go. The node at which NELI starts is called the
initial node. The distance of node D is the distance from the initial node to node D, the
destination node. Dijkstra’s algorithm will assign some initial distance values and will try to
improve them step-by-step. The steps for the algorithm are listed below:
1. Assign to every node an initial distance value: zero for our initial node and infinity for all
other nodes.
2. The initial node will be set to the current node. Mark all other nodes unvisited. Create a
list of all unvisited nodes.
3. For the current node, look at all of its unvisited neighbors. Neighbors are any nodes the
current node has a direct edge to. For our purposes, all nodes represent a location that
NELI could fit in and all neighbors are only a distance of 1 away from the current node.
Looking at all neighbors, they will be assigned new distance values based on the distance
value of the current node plus one. To clarify, say the current node is E and is marked
with a distance of 7. All neighbors with a distance value greater than 8 will be reassigned
to have a distance value of 8.
4. After step 3, mark the current node as visited and make sure it is removed from the
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unvisited list. This way, it will never be checked twice.
5. If the destination node D has been marked as visited, then stop. The algorithm has
finished and the shortest path will be returned as a list of nodes that NELI should
traverse.
6. If the destination node has not been marked visited, select the unvisited node that is
marked with the smallest distance, set it as the new current node, and go back to step 3.
The mapping system as described above is functional but could be improved greatly. One
study looking at existing indoor navigation systems and the many different technical and
usability problems they face found that using a Near Field Communication (NFC) based indoor
navigation system called NFC Internal helped to eliminate many of these problems. NFC Internal
enables easy data transfer by physically touching special tags with a NFC enabled device [42].
This could be very useful for NELI if it is going to be put into implementation at a hospital or at
a general doctor’s office. There are other mapping systems and techniques that could be
implemented that would greatly improve NELI’s movement system and the best ones would
need to be selected based upon specific project needs. One paper describes an, “implementation
of a people detection system for a robotic platform able to perform Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping” [43]. Another paper, “presents a robust mapping system with Kinect V2 for
automated photovoltaic cleaning system” [44]. Both of these techniques/algorithms could be
useful to improve NELI’s movement system based upon a specific use for NELI.
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5.5 Discussion/Future Work
Overall, the integration of the various components was successful. The main Java
program had the capability to communicate to Node-RED and through Node-RED could access
the necessary image and natural language cloud based services. Additionally, the main program
could send text to the Arduino Uno and therefore could execute movement commands. Lastly,
the main program could execute both the Avatar program for the interface and the necessary
MATLAB programs for image analysis. This was shown through a test that was done within our
lab. NELI was tasked, “Find the ambulance”, where the ambulance was a printed picture of an
ambulance hung on a nearby wall. NELI successfully moved to the picture using the IBM’s
cloud-based Watson image recognition service. After analyzing the image, NELI responded
with, “Found the ambulance”.
Despite being a simple test, it clearly shows that all functions of NELI are correctly
integrated and work to the extent of finding a picture of a designated object. While everything
did function correctly, there is also a lot of room for improvement within the integration program
of NELI. The audio input and output algorithm was still slightly inconsistent, in the sense that
sometimes NELI does not get the entirety of the users input command. Additionally, the user
must wait some time after the output ends prior to when NELI starts listening for input again.
These two issues could be fixed with the fine tuning of the audio input/output algorithm. Another
area for improvement is the image recognition executable. The executable does work correctly,
but takes a significant amount of time to complete and produce a response. This problem can be
improved by optimizing the executable code. Additionally, as technology and cloud based
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services improve, NELI should be updated to use the most efficient programs available.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.1 Discussion of Results
Team SCOPE has demonstrated a simple implementation of an intelligent personal
assistant through cloud computing services, with functionalities that are compartmentalized such
that they could be modified in a modular fashion. Furthermore, the functionalities have been
tailored for an application in the field of healthcare. The chest pain conversation and object
recognition tests served as a proof of concept for NELI’s ability to converse intelligently based
on unique conversations and ability to improve upon IBM Watson’s object recognition accuracy
with on-board processing. Intelligent assistants could create a significant positive impact by
performing some of the routine work typically performed by nurses, physicians, and physician’s
assistants. NELI’s capabilities have been individually tested, demonstrating their accuracy and
the viability of more comprehensive versions.
A natural language-based interface has been designed and realized using IBM’s Watson
conversation technology. The NLI was tested using sample responses for how accurately patient
information is recorded for the physician. The results showed that simple responses were
recorded much more accurately than complex responses. The visual object recognition
capabilities have been implemented using a Microsoft Kinect, Watson cloud computing services,
and image segmentation Matlab code running locally. The functionality was tested with an
assortment of images to measure the robustness of the algorithms. NELI’s mobility platform runs
local code on an Arduino microcontroller. The Arduino communicates with the rest of the
system to facilitate the actuating abilities of the robot. This allows for the basic movement and
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distance sensing required for the robot to operate autonomously and effectively in a hospital or
clinical environment. The accuracy of the movements performed by this subsystem has been
analyzed and shown to be appropriately precise for the purposes we have suggested.
These subsystems are incorporated through a main integration program, which uses
Node-RED to link together the various Watson services used. The program establishes
communication with the local Arduino microcontroller and Microsoft Kinect to provide
additional functionality. The output of the system is linked to an avatar program which provides
the system with a human-like face. In terms of quantifying the success of the project, the
integration program shows that each component of NELI is able to work together as intended.
Though there are small kinks that have arisen occasionally, the system is able to facilitate
communication between the components of NELI.
Though the functionality of the system is limited at the moment, this proof of concept
project shows the potential of such a setup. Each component of NELI can be updated and
changed without affecting the other components. New components can be added independently,
by only changing the main integration program. This project also demonstrated the applicability
of the robot for healthcare applications. The NLI program in particular provided an useful way of
collecting and classifying patient information for the physician. However, the modular nature of
the system allows for easy adaptability for other applications. This design choice is an asset that
will allow for new technologies to be integrated into the robot’s functionality.

6.2 Future Work
Future iterations of NELI have been discussed at length, and several additions and
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improvements have been proposed as the project continues. The first is a “follow me” feature.
Not implemented in the current NELI iteration, a feature that would allow the physical robot to
follow a specific target, namely a healthcare professional, would be instrumental in allowing
immediate access to information the robot observes, and being able to use it when required. This
functionality can be implemented with the visual recognition and mobility components.
We have not addressed this, but it is within the mission for NELI to connect to electronic
health records with all the issues of security, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (HIPAA), authentication, and in heterogeneous systems. Because NELI is modular,
these additional modules can be constructed and NELI’s architecture allows them to be
integrated. The IBM system will have to be HIPAA certified to deploy NELI into the healthcare
setting.
In addition to expanding the NLI and visual object recognition components with
electronic health records and databases, we would like to transform NELI into an expert system.
This entails involving professionals in the healthcare field to help with NLI conversation
dialogue development and medical image databases. With their help, we could expand the
conversation capabilities beyond standard chest pain conversations. We would like to explore
developing a simple interface that allows a professional to review necessary questions and
various responses for medical symptoms. This interface could lead to a more automated and
robust dialogue development system.
Another improvement to the system overall would be the use of a standard chassis for the
physical base of the robot. With the current aforementioned system, there is a problem of friction
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and inability to steer whilst moving forward. A chassis with a rack and pinion steering system,
not dissimilar from a car, would be a more efficient method of travel. This would allow NELI to
avoid obstacles while maintaining forward motion instead of having to stop and make several
calculated turns. It could instead simply make a small adjustment when noticing an object ahead
of it in its way and alter its course slightly.
NELI should be fully integrated into the database that maintains EHRs. Using a secure
connection, NELI would upload the information it gathers from its own observations to help
compile and complete the patient’s file. Connection to a doctor or nurse’s phone via Bluetooth
connection for alerts such as a status update on a patient or reminder to administer more
medicine would also be beneficial. NELI’s ultimate goal of being a full-featured assistant for
healthcare professionals requires automation and integration with existing productivity systems
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Watson Responses to Object Recognition Test
Microwave (3D):
Auto Segmented:
Microwave, .829, /appliance/microwave
Appliance, .83
CRT screen, .637, /electronic device/video display/CRT screen
Video display, .638
Electronic Device, .639
Device, .639
Coal black color, .97
Raw:
Appliance, .691
Gas Heater, .576, /device/gas heater
Device, .654
Computer, .561, /device/machine/computer
Machine, .564
White goods, .53
Ash grey color, .815
Charcoal color, .746
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Appendix B: Watson Conversation Respiratory Charts

Dialog flow used in Watson’s conversation service to process cardiovascular chief complaint. Flow diagram
created with algorithms and routine symptoms relating to past medical and NLP literature.
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Appendix C: IRB Research Determination Letter
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Appendix D: Survey used to gather dialogue testing responses
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